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01. Context
Emerging digital practices 
in architectural design 
in small offices
01. Context
Emerging digital practices 
in architectural design 
in small offices
SMEs
European offices of less 
than 10 people
Large offices
European offices of 
more than 10 people
(Architects’ Council of Europe, 2019)
99% 1%
Distribution of the size of offices in Belgium according to our study
Office size 





11.9% 5.2% 3.7% 1.6%
77.7%
02. PhD results
Level of knowledge and use of digital tools in Belgian architectural offices
Never heard Used in 2D Used in 3D
Adoption of XR technologies by small 
architectural offices
Do research on XR technologies 
really focus on architects' feedback? 
Researches about VR-AR-MR in architecture 






































































34.36% 8.21% 1.03% 3.08% 5.64% 17.95% 1.03% 10.26% 7.18% 4.10% 7.18%
52.31% 36.41% 11.28%
Categories defined on the research sample 
Work with deep-rooted practice to help 
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